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REPLY BRIEF ON REMAND OF THE
ILLINOIS INDUSTRIAL ENERGY CONSUMERS

I. INTRODUCTION

Commonwealth Edison Company (“ComEd”) makes a series of arguments to diminish the

magnitude of the refund to be ordered by the Illinois Commerce Commission (“Commission”) in

this remand proceeding and to support the utility’s vision of the process needed to return to

customers the excess payments collected under ComEd’s unlawful rates.  Those arguments can be

summarized as follows.

(1) The Appellate Court in (Commonwealth Edison Co. v. Illinois
Commerce Comm’n, 405 Ill. App. 3d 389 (2d Dist. 2010) (“ComEd
Decision”) did not explicitly order a refund, and the Commission
cannot order one on its own.  (ComEd Br. at 2, 6-10).1  

(2) If the Commission orders a refund, the Commission must use
ComEd’s actual third quarter 2008 (“3Q 2008") plant additions in
determining the rates that should have been charged and any resulting
refund amount.  Alternatively, ComEd insists that the refund must be
reduced by its projected 3Q 2008 plant additions, even if the
Commission rejects the use of the eventual actual amounts.  (Id. at 3,
16-19).  

(3) Equity does not require a refund in this case, because ComEd was not
over-earning during the refund period.  Alternatively, ComEd argues
that it was not over-earning after the Commission ordered new rates
on May 24, 2011.  (Id. at 2, 11-13).  

(4) If the Commission orders a refund, the Commission should adopt the
12-month refund structure proposed by ComEd.  (Id. at 22-27).  

IIEC anticipated and addressed each of these topics in its initial brief.  This reply brief focuses on

specific ComEd arguments in support of its effort to eliminate or reduce the refund due to ratepayers

1 IIEC will cite to the Initial Brief of each party in this case as “Br.”.



for having paid unlawfully excessive rates after the Appellate Court’s determination in the ComEd

Decision.   

In their initial briefs, the non-utility parties in this proceeding (the Attorney General (“AG”),

the Commission Staff (“Staff”) and IIEC) presented arguments that reject these ComEd positions. 

Generally, they urge the Commission to order a refund, in an amount determined using record

evidence that meets test year rule requirements, on a schedule that returns unlawfully collected

money to ratepayers as promptly as is practicable.  (See generally IIEC Br, AG Br., and Staff Br).

II. ARGUMENT

A. ComEd’s Argument that the Appellate Court Did Not Order a Refund
Rests on a Presumption of Unlawful Behavior by that Court

Literal Interpretations.  ComEd observes that “ the word ‘refund’ is never used by the

Appellate Court.”  (ComEd Br. at 2).  From this observation, ComEd concludes that the court did

not intend that the Commission order a refund.  ComEd’s arguments use a literal approach to

interpreting the Appellate Court’s opinion.  However, ComEd rejects the literal approach as to

aspects of this refund determination where such an approach is disadvantageous to it. 

For example, ComEd insists that ComEd’s actual 3Q 2008 plant additions amount replace

the record evidence on test year (and permitted post-test year) plant additions.  Though the Appellate

Court discusses the issue of ComEd’s 3Q 2008 plant additions, it never refers to out-of-test year

“actual” amounts.  Similarly, the opinion does not use the word “grant” in connection with its

directive that the Commission allow ComEd to “request” inclusion of its 3Q 2008 plant additions. 

Nor does the Appellate Court use the word “prospective” as a limitation that precludes the
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Commission’s use of rates corrected to comply with the ComEd Decision to compute refunds.  (See,

e.g., ComEd Br. at 2, 3, 10, respectively).  

On some issues, ComEd does adhere to its literal interpretation approach -- i.e., whether the

Appellate Court did or did not use specific words.  There, ComEd argues that governing law from

other cases or statutes and inferences from other language in the ComEd Decision define the full

meaning of the Appellate Court’s opinion.  (See, e.g., ComEd Br. at 2, 3, 16).  Governing law from

other sources is no less appropriate for use to provide context and meaning for the Appellate Court’s

remand, even in the absence of the word “refund.”  

The governing law precludes adoption of ComEd’s interpretations.  ComEd’s approach also

requires the Commission to suspend common sense and to reject governing law.  

Common Sense and Governing Law.  With respect to the appropriate remedy for excess

collections from ratepayers through unlawful rates, the Illinois Supreme Court has held:

The portion of the rates that was held to be erroneously set by the
Commission should be refunded to customers who paid them from
the time of this court’s previous decision until the new rates took
effect January 1, 1974.  To hold otherwise would allow Bell to
continue collecting the unlawfully increased rate and benefiting from
such, without a remedy to the customer, until the Commission
conducts hearings and determines a new rate base.  (Independent
Voters of Illinois v. Illinois Commerce Comm’n, 117 Ill. 2d 90 (1987)
(“IVI”) at 102-103).  

ComEd’s argument --  that the absence of the word “refund” precludes remedying the legal error the

Appellate Court found - -would mean ComEd would have been allowed to collect rates that had been

“unlawfully increased” and to have “benefitted from” those rates without any remedy for the
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customers who paid those unlawful rates.  The Illinois Supreme Court’s IVI decision  rejects that

outcome.  ComEd’s interpretation of the Appellate Court’s decision displaces the Supreme Court’s

position on the basis of a “magic word” test that defies common sense, as well as established rules

of law that give real meaning to judicial precedent and the hierarchy of courts. (Greenlee v. John

G. Shedd Aquarium, 36 Ill. App. 3d 924, 927 (1st Dist. 1976) (“[L]ower judicial tribunals in Illinois

are bound by decisions of the Illinois Supreme Court, and it is the duty of such tribunals to follow

those decisions in similar cases.”) (citations omitted)).  In essence, ComEd argues that the Appellate

Court -- operating under the Supreme Court holding quoted above -- intended to rule that ComEd’s

rates were unlawful, but also intended to reject the Supreme Court’s binding determinations on when

refunds are required and how they are determined.  

The Appellate Court ordered that this case be “remanded for further proceedings consistent

with this opinion.”  (ComEd Decision at 420).  That directive was issued in the context of the

Supreme Court’s clear rejection of the possibility that “the unavailability of a refund would force

the consumer to pay a rate that has been held to be in excess of that established under proper criteria.

. ..”  (IVI at 104).  The Supreme Court’s guidance, which is binding on the Appellate Court and on

this Commission,  compels a refund.  Indeed it is the only action the Commission could take in

“further proceedings consistent with [the ComEd Decision] opinion,” with governing Supreme Court

precedent, and with the Commission’s own test year rules.  (ComEd Decision at 420).  ComEd’s

suggestion that the court did not intend a refund for inevitable overcharges due to “overstating

ComEd’s revenue requirement” (Id. at 405; ComEd Br. at 5), presumes that the Appellate Court was
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deliberately disregarding binding Supreme Court precedent.  The Commission should not endorse

ComEd’s speculative presumption of improper conduct on the part of the Appellate Court.  

ComEd also argues that “[r]ather than directing the Commission to consider the propriety

of a refund, the Appellate Court’s remand order directed the Commission to revisit its ratemaking

methodology for purposes of prospective ratemaking.”  (ComEd Br. at 10 (emphasis added)).  On

this basis, ComEd asserts that the Commission may not use its corrected rate determination to

calculate refunds.  First, IIEC notes that there is no mention in the Appellate Court’s opinion of

ComEd’s magic word “prospective,” as a limitation on the Commission’s use of the corrected rates

determined when the Commission “revisit[s] the accumulated depreciation issue. . . .”  (ComEd

Decision at 420).  Second, the use of revised rates (corrected to comply with the Appellate Court’s

determinations) needed to determine the proper refund here is the same calculation order by the

Illinois Supreme Court in IVI.  (IVI at 102-103). 

ComEd relies heavily on its various readings of People ex rel. Hartigan v. Ill Comm.

Comm’n, 148 Ill. 2d 348 (1992) (“Hartigan II”).  ComEd’s arguments conflate the distinct legal

concepts of reparations and refunds, examine only one side of the equities underlying refunds

(ComEd Br. at 12-13), and very selectively considers the holdings of that decision.  In particular,

ComEd quotes a portion of the opinion, relating to the statutory process of reparations, as though

it were determinative as to this refund.  (ComEd Br. at 7).  It is not, and the Hartigan II court said

so.  (See, e.g., Hartigan II at 396).  ComEd also presents a decidedly one-sided view of the equities

in a refund situation.  ComEd looks only at whether the utility is unjustly enriched (by ComEd’s
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self-serving earnings criteria), and ignores entirely whether its ratepayers have been harmed.  In

contrast, Hartigan II followed the IVI decision’s determination that “once a rate order has been set

aside on review, the utility may not continue to benefit from invalid portions of the rate order.” 

(Hartigan II at 396, quoting IVI at 104).  Similarly, ComEd’s focus on its financial situation ignores

the court’s pronouncement that “the goal of equity is to make the aggrieved party whole.”  (Hartigan

II at 405).  ComEd’s transparent distortions of the Supreme Court’s Hartigan II decision should be

summarily dismissed.  

B. ComEd’s Claim that the Commission Must Reduce the Refund for the
Effect of ComEd’s 3Q 2008 Plant Additions Is Inconsistent with
Governing Decisions and with the Commission’s Rules and Policy

ComEd argues that if the Commission does order a refund, the Commission must include

ComEd’s post-test year plant additions during the third quarter of 2008 in determining the amount

of the refund, which (if considered) would reduce the refund amount.  The language of the ComEd

Decision quoted at page 3 of the ComEd Brief only requires the Commission to “allow[] ComEd to

request recovery of the aggregate cost of the third-quarter 2008 plant additions.”  (ComEd Decision

at 420).  It does not require that the Commission grant recovery if requested.  In fact, the Appellate

Court explained:  “we decline to direct the Commission to take any action on remand other than

allowing ComEd to petition for their inclusion in the rate base.”  (ComEd Decision at 409).  Further,

the Court explicitly stated:

We express no opinion as to whether the Commission should include
in the rate base those costs, but we note that ComEd has the burden
of proof on remand.    (Id. at 420).  
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Nonetheless, ComEd claims (regarding its 3Q 2008 plant additions) that “[u]nder the plain

terms of the Appellate Court’s remand, it is entitled to deduct the costs associated with that plant

investment from any refund.”  (ComEd Br. at 3).  Obviously the source of that entitlement cannot

be the Appellate Court’s opinion in the ComEd Decision.  However, ComEd cites no other source. 

According to ComEd, the Commission has not decided whether the utility’s 3Q 2008 plant

additions should be included in its test year rate base.  ComEd argues that because the conditions

of its stipulation with Staff were met by the Commission’s determinations, the Commission did not

decide the question.  “The stipulation further stated that ‘ComEd and Staff each acknowledges that

each of the stipulated resolutions of issues herein … is supported by the record … but that based on

the record, the Commission could have  reached a different determination.’”  (ComEd Br. at 4-5). 

From the quoted portion of its agreement with Staff, ComEd concludes: “Thus, the Commission had

no occasion to decide, and did not decide, whether the evidence supported inclusion of the

third-quarter 2008 plant additions in the rate base.”  (Id. at 5).  

IIEC addressed this contention in its Initial Brief (at 5).  ComEd’s argument is flatly

inconsistent with the Commission’s plain declaration that it had, in fact, made a determination.  The

Commission held that only the plant additions for the first and second quarters of 2008 met the

requirements of Section 287.40 of the Commission’s test year rules.  Only plant additions in those

quarters could properly be included in the test year rate base and used for setting rates.  ((Re

Commonwealth Edison Company, Dkt. 07-0566, Order, September 10, 2008 (“Dkt. 07-0566 Order”)

at 27-28).  As ComEd concedes, remand does not automatically require new evidence or rehearing. 
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(ComEd Br. at 11).  Since, in IIEC’s view, the Commission already has ruled on the record evidence,

no further determination as to ComEd’s 3Q 2008 plant additions is required. 

If IIEC’s view of the record evidence and of the Commission’s final order are correct, the

Commission need only articulate that it did make its decision on the 3Q 2008 plant additions in its

original order.  To remove any doubts raised by the Appellate Court’s reading of that decision, the

Commission can repeat more clearly (or forcefully) that the 3Q 2008 plant additions do not meet the

requirements of the Commission’s test year rules, cannot be accepted as an adjustment to data from

ComEd’s chosen test year, and should not be included in the test year rate base for purposes of

calculating the refund owed ratepayers.  The record evidence is sufficient for the Commission to

reiterate and reinforce its determination.  If the Commission deems it necessary, the record also is

sufficient for the Commission to rule now on record evidence regarding ComEd’s proposed 3Q 2008

plant additions.

Finally, IIEC notes that the Commission could not lawfully have decided the case as ComEd

suggests.  As the Commission itself recognized in its order, it could not have accepted a

non-unanimous settlement in lieu of a decision on the record.  “[T]he Commission, as we are

lawfully mandated to do, will conduct a BPI analysis and base our determinations and ultimate

conclusions on the applicable law and merits of the record evidence.”  (Dkt 07-0566 Order at 27). 

The Commission went on to expressly contradict ComEd’s argument, stating that its determinations

on each of the stipulation conditions (including the treatment of proposed plant additions) was made

on the basis of the record, after which, the Commission “accept[ed] ComEd’s waivers.” 
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Because, as discussed elsewhere in this Order, we have found that
each of the individual relevant issues are supported by the record and
should be approved, we note that the conditions under which ComEd
agreed to the limited waivers it proposed have been met and, thus, we
accept ComEd‘s waivers.  
(Dkt. 07-0566 Order at 11).  

ComEd’s further argument for the use of out-of test year actual data is not in accord with the

Supreme Court’s definition of the proper refund calculation or with the Commission’s test year rules

and policy.  

The refunds ordered here should be comprised of the difference
between the original rates set in the 1971 rate order and the rates that
would have been charged if they had been set in accordance with the
views expressed in the previous decision for the period between
reversal by this court and the effective date of the new rate order.” 
(IVI, 117 Ill.2d at 105 (emphasis added)).  

The relevant rates are those that would have been set -- not rates set now using information not

available to the Commission for that initial determination.  To be specific, the court used a past tense

-- pointing to what the Commission would have done, not to a future determination on new evidence. 

ComEd is not entitled to a new mini-rate case, where the Commission issues a new determination

based on new or updated evidence that was not available to the Commission at the time of its

decision and does not meet the requirements of the Commission’s test year rules for ComEd’s

chosen test year.  (See 287.40).  ComEd’s 3Q 2008 actual plant additions cannot be used to establish

the rates that would have been just and reasonable on test year data, under the Commission’s test

year rules.  Only test year data (augmented only as permitted by Section 287.40 of the Commission’s

rules) can be used to estimate the refunds needed cure the customer harm created by ComEd’s
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excessive, unlawful rates. (Id.).  

The Commission’s application of its test year rules and related policy determinations support

IIEC’s position.  The Commission’s decision in the Byron remand case also held that the refund

determination should be based on evidence available to the Commission at the time of the test year

determinations.  (See IIEC Br. at 7-8; 1993 Ill. PUC LEXIS 166,  Commonwealth Edison Company,

Dkt. 83-0537/84-0555 (Cons.) (On  Second Remand), Second Order on Remand, June 2, 1993 at

11).

Further, the Commission’s stated policy on updates in supplemental proceedings is in accord. 

(See Re Central Illinois Light Company et al., Dkt 09-0306 (Cons.), Order on Rehearing, Nov 4,

2010  at 45 (“the Commission will not generally rely on actual values since they cannot be expected

to be available and the Commission does not want to suggest that rehearing is generally appropriate

for updating numbers”), 34 (“Even if the actual value of the plant additions is less than what AIU

anticipated in its pro forma adjustments, the Commission does not believe that such updates are

appropriate.”)).  

ComEd proposes post hoc updates to historical test year data with "actuals" from outside the

test year, despite these contrary directives.  ComEd’s proposal also ignores the utility's election of

a historical test year and the failure of such updates to meet the requirements of the Commission’s

rules and policy.2  That proposal should be rejected.  As to ComEd’s projected 3Q 2008 plant

2  ComEd’s assertions that its evidence on remand respecting actual 3Q 2008 plant
additions expenditures was uncontested are of no significance, since there was no reason for
parties to contest evidence that is improper and irrelevant to this refund proceeding.  The ALJ 
found the information likely immaterial, but admitted for completeness of the record.  (Re
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additions, the record evidence is sufficient for the Commission to reaffirm its determination that

those 3Q 2008 plant additions were not included in ComEd’s test year rate base.  If the Commission

deems it necessary, the record is also sufficient for the Commission to exclude those post-test year

additions (in accord with the authority cited above) without further evidence.  

C. ComEd’s Claim that the Refund Is Not Equitable Is Reflects a One-
Sided Perspective that Ignores the Harm to Ratepayers

ComEd argues: “If the party has received no undeserved benefit, however, then the party has

not been unjustly enriched, and there is no restitution to be made.”  (ComEd Br. at 12).  As the AG

points out, that analysis is entirely lacking in any consideration of the ratepayer perspective or

equities.  “[T]he Hartigan II Court was clear: ‘…the goal of equity is to make the aggrieved party

whole.’  Hartigan II, 148 Ill.2d at 405.”  (AG Corr. Br. at 18).  The AG rejects ComEd’s attempt to

make itself the focus of any equity analysis.  The Commission should also.  

Moreover, the claim that ComEd was not unjustly enriched rests on a  presumption that it

is entitled to a virtual revenue guarantee that protects any money it collects against a refund. 

However, the measure of the appropriateness of the Commission’s action is the rate order, not the

revenues or profits ComEd realizes.  (See 220 ILCS 5/9-201(c)).  The Commission sets rates.  Those

rates  provide a utility an opportunity to earn the determined revenue requirement underlying the

Commonwealth Edison Company (On Remand), Dkt. 07-0566, Administrative Law Judge
Ruling, Sep 16, 2011 at 3 (“Although the arguments weigh in favor of striking the actual data,
having a complete record for the final decision makers is provident.”)).  
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rates.  The Commission does not guarantee specific revenues or returns.3  (See Federal Power

Commission v. Hope Natural Gas Company, 320 U.S. 591 (1941) at 603) quoting Federal Power

Commission v. Natural Gas Pipeline Co., 315 U.S. 575 (1942) at 590 (“regulation does not insure

that the business shall produce net revenues”).  In fact, the arguments ComEd makes here were

rejected by the Supreme Court in IVI (claim of inadequate revenues during the refund period

rejected) and in Hartigan II (use of increased costs -- and resulting revenue requirement -- to offset

refunds rejected).  (IVI at 105; Hartigan at 410.  

D. ComEd’s Proposed Process Unnecessarily Delays Refunds to Ratepayers

IIEC fully addressed ComEd’s proposed refund process and proposed modification to that

process in its initial brief.  (See IIEC Br. at 8-10).  The principal modification IIEC supported was

Staff’s shortening of the period over which refunds would be made.  Staff’s proposal, as clarified

in IIEC Group Cross Ex. 1, merits Commission approval.  As IIEC pointed out in its initial brief,

ComEd’s interpretations of Staff’s proposal (repeated in its brief despite Staff’s clarifications) are

not reasonable, and they ignore the rebutting clarifications provided by Staff and introduced into the

record by IIEC.  (See IIEC Br. at 9; IIEC Group Cross Ex. 1).  

3  IIEC notes the recent Commission approval of a rider purporting to guarantee certain
revenues and the appellate challenge to that Commission action.  (See Re North Shore Gas Co.,
et al., Dkt. 07-0241/0242, Order, Feb 5, 2008, 138-152; People ex rel. Madigan, et al. v. Illinois
Commerce Commission, Docket No. 2-11-0380, Illinois Appellate Court (Second District)).  
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CONCLUSION

For the reasons set forth in this Reply Brief and IIEC’s Initial Brief, IIEC respectfully

requests the Commission to adopt IIEC’s positions and recommendations as set forth therein.

Dated this 2nd day of November, 2011.
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